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Data curation is the active management of data to maintain and extend its value over time. It includes effectively organizing data for access, documenting context for reproducibility, and securely preserving the physical integrity of the work. We can help you with all stages of data management required by funding agencies:



How DSS can help!

Provide assistance with:

• Writing grant winning Data Management Plans

• Depositing data into repositories for access and preservation

• Capturing metadata to allow re-use

• Creating permanently resolvable hyperlinks

• Connecting your data with your publications



https://dmptool.org/
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Why the DMPTool?Scholarly researchers today are increasingly required to engage in a range of data management activities to comply with institutional policies, or as a precondition for publication or grant funding. Data management plans are now a standard part of grant proposals for most funding agencies. To aid researchers in creating effective data management plans (DMPs), a group of organizations collaborated on the development of the DMPTool, an online application that helps researchers create data management plans. The DMPTool provides detailed guidance and links to general and institutional resources and walks a researcher through the process of generating a comprehensive plan tailored to specific DMP requirements.What is a data management plan (DMP)?A data management plan is a formal document that outlines what you will do with your data during and after a research project. Most researchers collect data with some form of plan in mind, but it's often inadequately documented and incompletely thought out. Many data management issues can be handled easily or avoided entirely by planning ahead. With the right process and framework it doesn't take too long and can pay off enormously in the long run.What are the visibility options for my DMP?There are three visibility options for each plan you create:Private. This is the default setting. Your plan will only be visible to you and your plan co-owners.Institutional. If your institution is a DMPTool partner, this setting allows administrators and users from your institution to see your plan.Public. It will be available on the Public DMPs section of the DMPTool website. Choose this option to allow others to see your plan without restrictions (under a CC-Zero license).I have a collaborator. How can we work on the same plan?First both of you must create accounts in the DMPTool. Then you simply add your collaborator(s) to your plan as a co-owner(s). You can do this on the “DMP Overview” page. Click “Add” and locate your collaborator by email address.What’s New:We’re delighted to announce that the California Digital Library has been awarded a 2-year NSF EAGER grant to support active, machine-actionable data management plans (DMPs). The vision is to convert DMPs from a compliance exercise based on static text documents into a key component of a networked research data management ecosystem that not only facilitates, but improves the research process for all stakeholders.Machine-actionable “refers to information that is structured in a consistent way so that machines, or computers, can be programmed against the structure” (DDI definition). Through prototyping and pilot projects we will experiment with making DMPs machine-actionable.

https://dmptool.org/


dash.lib.uci.edu 
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Dash is an open source, community driven project that takes a unique approach to data publication and digital preservation. Dash focuses on search, presentation, and discovery and delegates the responsibility for the data preservation function to the underlying repository with which it is integrated.Dash is based at the University of California Curation Center (UC3), a program at California Digital Library (CDL) that aims to develop interdisciplinary research data infrastructure. Dash employs a multi-tenancy user interface providing partners with extensive opportunities for local branding and customization, use of existing campus login credentials, and, importantly, offering the Dash service under a tenant-specific URL, an important consideration helping to drive adoption. We welcome collaborations with other organizations wishing to provide a simple, intuitive data publication service on top of more cumbersome legacy systems.The Dash project began as DataShare, a collaboration among UC3, the University of California San Francisco Library and Center for Knowledge Management, and the UCSF Clinical and Translational Science Institute (CTSI). CTSI is part of the Clinical and Translational Science Award program funded by the National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences at the National Institutes of Health. Dash version 2 developed by UC3 and partners with funding from the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation (our funded proposal).For the second year in a row, a California Digital Library service has captured a Larry L. Sautter Award for Innovation in Information Technology. This year the silver Sautter award went to the Dash team for its user-friendly platform for managing, archiving and sharing research data.DASH is under constant development and it takes feedback very seriously



https://ezid.cdlib.org/
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What is EZID?EZID (easy-eye-dee) makes it easy for University of California (UC) scholars and researchers to create and manage long-term, globally unique identifiers for data and sources, ensuring their future discoverability. Use EZID to:Create identifiers for anything: texts, data, bones, terms, etc.Manage your research objects more easily with shareable, unbreakable linksStore citation information for the objects in a variety of formatsFit identifiers into your automated workflows with our standards-based APIOpen data, open science, open access initiatives are spreadingEZID provides a great way to promote open sharing, because it allows the content creator to establish a permanent link to the object.When the object gets cited by others, even if is moved to a new location, the citation reference will always work, as long as the metadata is updated.EZID itself is built with open source components, and clients are contributing open source add-ons as well.EZID is also linked to Crossref, a huge benefit for UC's non-profit open-access publishers that want CrossRef services for their journals.New News:EZID announced a major shift in its DOI service, scaling back its scope of business to encompass solely the University of California (UC). Non-UC clients will be gradually transitioned to an alternate DOI service provider. More details are available here: http://www.cdlib.org/cdlinfo/2017/08/04/ezid-doi-service-is-evolving/. What does this mean for you, specifically?If you are a University of California (UC) EZID user, you will have no change in service.

https://ezid.cdlib.org/


https://guides.lib.uci.edu/datamanagement
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The Research Data Management Research Guide is organized around the steps of Research Data Lifecycle.

http://guides.lib.uci.edu/datamanagement


Resources

• DMPTool Blog: https://blog.dmptool.org/tag/machine-actionable-

dmps/

• About DASH: https://dash.lib.uci.edu/stash/about

• EZID Demo: https://ezid.cdlib.org/demo/simple

https://blog.dmptool.org/tag/machine-actionable-dmps/
https://dash.lib.uci.edu/stash/about
https://ezid.cdlib.org/demo/simple


Thanks!

Danielle Kane 
Data Management & Curation Librarian
UC Irvine Libraries
Kaned@uci.edu
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